After a long flight and a drive through Alberta farmland, Martin arrived in Drumheller. The
dinosaur was hard to miss, and after a few minutes of crawling through shrubs and digging
between roots, he found what he was looking for: a small box carved out of sandstone, the
lid decorated with some kind of wolf and the letter J. Martin carefully lifted the lid and
removed the folded paper from the small cavity inside. There were what looked like some
sort of maps, one of them symbolic and probably not to scale (see next page), and a little
note:

“Well done for coming this far. Now, you may have to win
the lottery to find your next treasure. Or pay a bribe. But
believe me, it will be worth it. Good luck! J.“
Martin wasn’t sure what this meant, but he quickly returned to his motel and began to work
on the map.

Welcome to “World Wide Treasures”. As the name suggests, the treasure for this hunt can be
hidden anywhere on this planet. There is no digging involved and we have kept the hunt
fairly straightforward, so that everyone can have a go. You will, however, have to use the
internet for research. Go to Google Earth, explore places and photos and use the tools
provided on that website. Please submit a complete solution, i.e. explain the various parts of
the puzzles as detailed as possible, and this time we would also like to receive the
coordinates and a photo of the exact location. Remember that Google Earth allows you to
“fly” into places from various angles and directions.
The closing date is 14th March 2014 and all correct answers received by that date will be put
in a hat and the winner drawn from that. So everyone has the same chance of winning. If
there is no correct entry by that date, the first correct answer submitted thereafter will win.
The prize is a free membership in The Armchair Treasure Hunt Club for one year.
Please send your solution to roger@treasureclub.net . Good luck!

Denyw usumfd gkw ywrvq wnwwk oah xiag las fiulhgww dbgceg vgnhu sx
tuh engvgsl jlfwcj. Cgue wjxofyje nzsbhf cgu vq las hthee rx mvr xoo pdnxg
vr lhr fgkbrv.

